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New three-dimensional (3D) printing techniques enable the integration
of an antenna directly onto the package of a small wireless sensor node.
This volume-filling approach ensures near-optimal bandwidth per-
formance of the small antenna, increasing a system’s battery life,
data rate or range. Simulated results show that the fabricated spherical
antenna’s bandwidth-efficiency product is more than half of the funda-
mental limit and radiation pattern measurements exhibit a dipole
pattern with −0.7 dBi gain.
Introduction: The demand for small wireless devices, such as wireless
sensor nodes and mobile handsets, continues to grow. Electromagnetic
radiation in the ultra-high-frequency (UHF) band, 0.3–3 GHz, has
ideal propagation characteristics for non-line-of-sight and mobile com-
munication, but wavelengths in this band are large (10–100 cm) relative
to device sizes, making it difficult to generate an efficient broadband
radiation mode. As the radiation quality factor (Q) of an antenna
increases cubically as the antenna becomes small relative to a wave-
length [1, 2], small antennas suffer performance impairments such as
narrowband transmission response, difficulty matching to common
system impedances and low gain.

A common solution for electrically small packages is to integrate the
antenna onto a printed circuit board (PCB) or even a silicon die [3].
Although this is a familiar extension of conventional circuit packaging
techniques, it is not the most effective solution for an antenna. As the
fundamental limits indicate, the optimal antenna in a small package
should circumscribe as much volume as possible. Here, we present a
method to design a volumetric antenna on a curved package. The per-
formance of the design closely approaches the performance bounds
for any antenna within such a space, and measured radiation patterns
using an internal source are presented.

Antenna design: As an electrically small antenna should fill the entire
volume for optimal bandwidth performance, the ideal solution for a
small sensor node is to print the antenna onto the package itself. To illus-
trate the relative performance of this approach, consider the design of a
communications node in an electrically small, circular-shaped footprint
with radius a. If the entire PCB footprint were available for a planar
antenna, the minimum possible Q is [2]
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In contrast, the minimum Q of a sphere of the same radius is [2]
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which represents a reduction in Q by a factor of at least 2.36. More
likely, only a portion of the PCB is available for the antenna design.
Assuming that a circular region of radius b < a is available for the
antenna, the reduction in Q is (3π/4)(a/b)3, which increases rapidly as
the lateral space available for the antenna shrinks.

Integration of the antenna onto a device package often requires a non-
planar fabrication method. Recently, additive techniques such as laser
direct structuring [4], direct write printing [5, 6] and direct transfer pat-
terning [7] have been used for conformal small antennas. However, none
of these results demonstrate a fully encapsulated device that would be
suitable for a small sensor node. In this Letter, a fully spherical dipole
antenna is printed using direct writing of a silver nanoparticle ink [8]
onto the concave (internal) surfaces of two glass hemispheres (thickness
= 1.3 mm and diameter = 25.4 mm). A thin circular dielectric substrate
(Rogers RT/Duroid 6006, εr = 6.15 and height = 1.27 mm) is placed
between the two hemispheres and supports batteries and an oscillator.
Fig. 1 shows an image of the fabricated antennas. Two 1.5 V batteries
(SR66, diameter = 6.8 mm and height = 2.6 mm) are stacked and
secured to the PCB with a silver epoxy. On the other side of the PCB,
a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO – SMV1512A, Z-Comm) is sol-
dered onto the board. Vias for the radio-frequency (RF) source and
DC bias signals are fed through the board, and the RF and DC signals
are separated by several coupling capacitors. The VCO is biased with
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three VDCs using the batteries, and the control voltage is shorted to
give an oscillation frequency of ∼1.38 GHz.

a b

Fig. 1 Photographs of package-integrated spherical dipole antenna with
internal source

a Top of PCB showing VCO, upper antenna feed and conformal radiating
elements
b Bottom of PCB showing battery, lower antenna feed and conformal radiating
elements

The design of the radiating element is similar to the four-arm hybrid
spherical helix in [6]. Although the hybrid spherical helix is a hemi-
spherical monopole, the ground plane may be removed and replaced
with a symmetric reflection of the hemispherical structure to form a
dipole. The pitch of the spherical helices is chosen so that they generate
a mode that is resonant just below the desired operating frequency.
Adjusting the width of the feed lines introduces a distributed capacitance
that causes a parallel resonance with adjustable resistance for impedance
matching. The cross-shaped planar feed network [5, 6] is modified into a
set of curved feed lines as illustrated in Fig. 1 in order to free space on
the PCB for the batteries and oscillator. During this process, the feed
lines are shaped so that their centrelines are nearly equal in length and
vertically symmetric about the plane of the PCB to ensure equal magni-
tude and phase excitation of the eight helical arms.

Electromagnetic design of the combined board and radiator was per-
formed in the high-frequency structure simulator to generate a matched
impedance at the lowest output frequency of the VCO, 1.38 GHz. The
simulated return loss of the final antenna design is shown in Fig. 2.
The return loss at the centre of the band is 11 dB, and the simulated
Q of the antenna calculated from its impedance [9] is 35 at 1.38 GHz.
At this electrical size, ka = 0.367, the lower bound on Q is 18.1 ([10],
eqn. 83) after accounting for the 56.6% simulated radiation efficiency
of the antenna. Thus, the antenna’s Q is 1.9× greater than the lower
bound.
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Fig. 2 Simulated reflection coefficient and Q of spherical dipole
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Fig. 3 Measured co-polar radiation pattern (dB) of spherical dipole at
1.38 GHz

a H-plane cut – plane of PCB
b E-plane cut – plane perpendicular to PCB

Measurements: As the RF feed point of this spherical dipole is near the
centre of the sphere, it is difficult to directly measure the input imped-
ance of the antenna. However, our previous experience with
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hemispherical monopoles [5, 6] has demonstrated that full-wave simu-
lation accurately predicts the measured input impedance of these three-
dimensional (3D) antennas (Fig. 2). The radiation properties of the
dipole (with internal source) were directly measured in an anechoic
chamber at the University of Illinois. The radiated power in the
H-plane (plane of the PCB) and E-plane (plane perpendicular to the
PCB) was sampled with a spectrum analyser. The normalised far-field
pattern measurements in Fig. 3 show that the antenna operates in a
dipole mode, with an omnidirectional pattern in the H-plane and a sinu-
soidal pattern against the elevation angle in the E-plane.

To compute the antenna’s realised gain, the device output power, free
space loss and losses in the receive antenna and cables must be esti-
mated. The output power of the VCO was directly measured while
driving a 50 Ω microstrip line. The realised gain of the receive
antenna, a dual-polarised conical horn, was measured by placing an
identical horn in the chamber and computing the realised gain with
cable effects removed via calibration. Losses in the receive cable were
found via reflection measurements. Using these data, the peak gain of
the package-integrated antenna was measured to be −0.72 dB.
Relative to a small dipole’s gain of 1.76 dBi, the estimated total
antenna efficiency was 57%. This agrees well with simulations
showing a total efficiency of 51% and implies the accuracy of the simu-
lated reflection coefficient in Fig. 2.
Conclusion: A fully spherical dipole antenna with an internal source
has been fabricated via 3D printing of conductive ink. By distributing
the antenna onto the package of a small device rather than in a small
PCB footprint, the antenna’s bandwidth can more closely approach
the fundamental limits. In this case, the antenna’s bandwidth-efficiency
product is half of the fundamental limit, constrained primarily by the
presence of internal conductors and dielectrics.
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